
Universal Travel Adapter 17W
SKU: TEADAPT3USBNI

Fast charge universal adapter with EU, UK, US and AUS plugs with 1 15W USB-C, 1 12W
USB, 1 5W USB

GLOBAL CHARGING

Travel with peace of mind thanks to the SBS universal adapter. The perfect accessory for anyone travelling to different countries
to avoid unexpected incompatibilities with local plug sockets upon arrival.The adapter is equipped with 4 plugs compatible with
European, American, British and Australian sockets used in over 150 countries around the world:  a true travel companion.
Enjoy every moment of your stay, charging 3 devices at the same time through two USB ports and a USB-C output,

FAST, INTELLIGENT TECHNOLOGY

The SBS universal adapter uses technology that makes charging your device not just fast, but safe too. The  fast charge blue
USB 2.4A and 12W port can charge your device in just 60 minutes without overheating  thanks to intelligent charge
technology that's designed to charge devices with the right amount of energy at maximum speed. If you have a device with a
USB-C port, you can charge it in just 45 minutes through the 15W 3A port. 

SMARTPHONES AND MORE

Travel with all your devices: this adapter isn't just perfect for charging smartphones and tablets, it charges  headphones,
powerbanks, consoles, laptops, drones, cameras and smartwatches too.  

FEATURES:

Adapter with EU, UK, US, AUS plugs
Maximum power: 17W



Intelligent Charge
2 USB sockets, one 2.4 and one 1A
1 x 3A USB-C socket
Fully charges a smartphone in 45 minutes with USB-C used individually*.
Fully charges a smartphone in 60 minutes with 12W Intelligent Charge USB used individually *

Charging times are purely indicative and depend on the device being charged.



Universal Travel Adapter 17W
SKU: TEADAPT3USBNI

Technical data
Connector 1: USB  
EAN: 8018417318801  
SKU: TEADAPT3USBNI  
Weight: 135 g  

Logistics data
Depth Pack: 75 mm  
Width Pack: 200 mm  
Depth Inner: 190 mm  
Height Pack: 64 mm  
Weight Pack: 185 g  
Width Inner: 160 mm  
Amount Inner: 6  
Depth Master: 460 mm  
Height Inner: 220 mm  
Weight Inner: 1230 g  
Width Master: 370 mm  
Amount Master: 48  
Height Master: 340 mm  
Weight Master: 10630 g  
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